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incongruent
It's been an emotional week. Scattered thoughts and scattered words and nothing seems to come
together. The world is reopening. I am reopening. Amidst all this beautiful and terrifying change, I've
been frustratingly unable to put together any writing that is concrete and coherent. I can't seem to
finish anything. Maybe it's a sign of these times.

We are all dealing with a lot of heaviness. Readjusting to a way of life we once knew. Plus all the
extra stuff life throws our way. I was driving to therapy this last week, when a notification popped
up on my phone. It was a group chat with my family titled, "Just the Grownups." My stomach
dropped. I knew it had to be bad news. Just like whenever my mom calls me, I know somebody has
died. Sometimes I hate being right. A decades long friend of my mom's had passed away with her
partner in a car accident the night before. I try not to dissociate as I drive down the highway.
Dissociation highway.

I think about all the other times I've received devastating news. My mom and I stand in the middle of
the kitchen -

Hunter Robinson is dead. My mom and I sit on our old black leatherish couch - a

recent google search revealed your father's obituary from a year ago. Standing in the hallway near
our sturdiest bookshelves, an incoming call from my uncle - your grandma and cousin were in a
serious car wreck. I look down at my pearly white flip phone. I float above these scenes, watching
them unfold. It is in these moments I feel the shock set in. I'm hit with a forceful wave and I am filled
with nothingness.

People are temporary. A hard truth. An even harder truth to be discussing with someone you called
your best friend for 8 formative years. People die. People change. People leave. A fact we must
accept. We don't have to like it. If we can accept that people are temporary we can act with more
purpose. We realize it takes energy and attentiveness to keep people in our lives. I wake up the next
morning to see that Giselle and I are each other's best friends on Snapchat for the first time in five
years. That silly little yellow heart next to her name brings back so much. It ignites so much.

People are temporary. I think of my exes and how quickly some of them became irrelevant to my
life. I think about the one who will likely never become irrelevant despite severing all contact. He
haunts my thoughts. It makes me so afraid to start a new romance. The thought of falling in love just
to have that person either become irrelevant or a traumatizing ghost is almost too much.

I have to acknowledge these feelings so that I can work through them. I don't need to hold on
forever. It is ok to feel angry, scared, defeated. I told my boss not to let me pick up any more extra
shifts. Cut me off, bartender. The heaviness hangs on each day. I am a workaholic. Money can't buy
happiness but it can buy security. Work is where my friends are. But people are temporary.

incongruent
Like I said, I'm having trouble finishing everything. I like to end my personal blurbs with a high point or
at least something hopeful. But I don't think I'm able to do that right now. The despair I feel is a
global sadness. There is just so much pain and suffering and hardship in life that's never going to go
away. Those moments of beauty, as wonderful as they are, just doesn't feel worth it. Even if I make it
through this, I know another night like tonight will come. Again and again and again.
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DBT SKILL: SLEEP HYGIENE
As a night shift worker, sleep hygiene is especially difficult. Most of the traditional advice does not
apply. For example, trying to go to sleep and wake up around the same time every day, even on
"weekends." It is not realistic for me to be nocturnal every day of the week. Things happen during
the day.

I've always struggled with sleep. So has my mom. I thought it was normal to wake up in the middle
of the night and go sit on the couch. In addition to the prescription medication I take to help me
sleep (god bless seroquel) my therapist and I have discussed a few realistic things I can do to
establish some sort of sleep hygiene.

The first is to sleep in your bed and nothing else. I've had to break the habit from college dorm
living of just doing anything and everything in my bed. I've also had to break familial habits of
sleeping on the couch. I'm pretty sure I straight up lived on my couch for the entirety of winter this
year. Sabrina says no, "sleep in your bed, nowhere else."

Next, it is also important to have some sort of bedtime routine. It signals to the brain it is time for
sleep now. Even though I don't necessarily go to sleep at the same time each day, having a few
basic actions helps to establish some sort of consistency. It doesn't have to be anything
extravagant like writing five pages in my diary each night. If that is something you can do, that is
GREAT, but I had to start small. I go into the bathroom, take my medicine, brush my teeth, go to my
bed, read a little something not on my phone (no determinate amount, no pressure). I don't always
follow this, but it helps. It at least makes me feel a little bit more in control of my life versus the
nights I get way too stoned and watch Tik Tok until the sun rises.

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
an intro to pet emergencies
"Diseases are more easily prevented than cured" -William Farr

After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common knowledge
and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a registered or licensed
veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical advice. I am limited to my
experiences.

Here's a huge topic: TOXICITIES. They are totally preventable and one of the most common
emergencies we treat.

A great resource is the ASPCA Poison Control. Their phone number is 888-426-4435. Calling
this line will get you a consultation with a toxicologist and establish a case for a veterinarian
should they recommend your pet be evaluated. I think the consultation fee is $75, which is way
cheaper than an ER consultation. Either they will tell you that you can monitor your pet at home
or that they need to be seen ASAP and provide a case and recommended treatment plan for
the ER veterinarian.
Rat bait. Just don't use it. If you do, keep the box and bring it with you to the ER. There are
different types of rat bait that have different active ingredients that cause different problems
(neurotoxin vs anticoagulant) and therefore different treatment plans.
Child proof does not mean dog proof. Keep your medicine/drugs in a high cabinet or drawer.
This includes your nicotine and marijuana.
If your dog ingests marijuana we will 100% know it, just tell us so we can treat your dog.
If your pet does get into something, there are a few important things you'll want to know
what did they eat (specific - what kind of chocolate, name of the medication, active
ingredient in the rat bait, etc)
how much did they eat (milligrams, ounces, etc.)
when did they eat it
what medications your pet is prescribed and taking
If you are unsure, call your regular veterinarian or after hours emergency clinic. They can talk to
you for free.

Like most industries right now, we are experiencing both staff shortages and increased volume of
clients, cases, and calls. Please be kind to your veterinary staff. Just be fucking kind period.
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